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In Week 1139, we let you construct your own contest from a mixed-up menu of four formats. Four subjects and four limitations — 60 potential combinations in all. One format was a song parody, and as much of an anagram as you could make. The cupcake version has closed on more than 3,000 entries. No more brassy-laced flowing now. The craze for high-priced baked goods, though, continues. It’s a good bet that you’ll see a line-up next Monday online. Invite at bit.ly/invite1143.

Or we might see

“Take back this quack,

their holsters,

Right-wingers, guns snug in

The Donald is winning, say

Oreos” didn’t test well?

A tweetable observation about a fad

 demanded

pumps,

two bloody stumps,

feet;

all 26 letters of the alphabet:

It could be a tweet:

A riddle about a fad that is so over, and

running mate?

which of those pathetic, ugly

Sixty-foursaken:

fit again.
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